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This week, I will learn and read about:

Decodable 
Reader

High-Frequency Words

Spelling Words

after left think

best long want

bigger milk

fastest number

gift pond

hand sing

help skunk

Decodable Reader

The Best Job

Support students as they take their first steps 
towards literacy.

Vista Higher Learning’s Decodable Readers help students  

build essential early literacy skills to become successful 

readers. A wide range of engaging, beautifully illustrated 

readers, including pre-decodable and decodable readers, 

provide the building blocks for literacy.

 The Best Job
after just

ask

number

wantlong

its most

Phonics

	✽ final blends as in ring, 
belt, plant, skunk

	✽ add er as in bigger

	✽ add est as  
in fastest

n u m erb

f a s estt
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Fluency

Ping, Greg, and Jen
 One day, Jen, Ping, and 
Greg went for a run. Ping 
was faster than Greg. Jen 
was the fastest runner of all. 

 When they stopped 
running, they sat by a pond. 
They had fun that day.

band left its most spelled

lamp want still act smaller

ring ask off milk number

long well song melt oldest

This Old Man
(Sing to the tune of “This Old Man.”)

This old man, he can sing.

He can sing and plunk some strings.    

With a plink, plink, plunk, plunk, 

Give this man a hand.  

This old man can sing so grand!
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Phonics
Choose the word that completes each sentence.  
Write it on the line.

1. Brad is the 

stump   champ   fist

champ  .

2. Jen spilled all her 
milk     mend     melt

 .

3. Ming can run 
blast     cast     fast

 . 

4. Val said she liked my 
gift     last     lift

 .

5. We spent the day at the 
pond     bend     wind

 .

6. That bug has two 
wings     sings     kings

 .

High-Frequency Words  
Choose a word from the box 
that completes the sentence. 
Write it on the line.

1. We had a long  day at camp. 

2. There are  two days of class left.

3. I will call Jen when I have her  . 

4. We went to the pond  the picnic.  

5. I will  Mom if we can go shopping.

6. What do you  from the shop?  

7. Dot got the  gifts of all of us. 

8. The dog jumped and bumped  leg.

its

number

after

most

long

ask

want
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✦

✶

1. That dog is the  
smaller     smallest 
smallest  one there. 

2. Bob has a hat that is much  
smaller     smallest 

 
than this one.

3. Brent ran 
faster     fastest

 than Hal.

4. Bess had the 
longer     longest

 list of all.

5. Dad said he wanted a 
bigger     biggest

 lamp.

6. Ren got the 
bigger     biggest

 belt the shop had.  

Phonics
Choose the word that completes each sentence.  
Write it on the line.
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Discover Phonics for Foundational Literacy is a dynamic,  
fully interactive print and digital English language arts foundational 
skills program designed to build phonemic awareness and phonetic 
skills children need to become strong, lifelong readers. Engaging songs, 
manipulatives, decodable readers, media, and hands-on games and 
activities motivate and teach children as they embark on an adventure  
to discover (and master!) the amazing world of phonics.
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